Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Most rigorous works on random matrix ensembles concern either Wigner matrices with independent entries \[[@CR16], [@CR23]\] (up to the real symmetric or complex hermitian symmetry constraint), or invariant ensembles where the correlation structure of the matrix elements is very specific. Since the existing methods to study Wigner matrices heavily rely on independence, only very few results are available on ensembles with correlated entries, see \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR19]\] for the Gaussian case. The global semicircle law in the non Gaussian case with (appropriately) weakly dependent entries has been established via moment method in \[[@CR22]\] and via resolvent method in \[[@CR18]\]. A similar result for sample covariance matrices was given in \[[@CR20]\]. All these works establish limiting spectral density on the macroscopic scale and in models where the dependence is sufficiently weak so that the limiting density of states coincides with that of the independent case. A more general correlation structure was explored in \[[@CR5]\] with a nontrivial limit density, but still only on the global scale, see also \[[@CR6]\]. We also mention the very recent proof of the local semicircle law and bulk universality for the adjacency matrix of the *d*-regular graphs \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\] which has a completely different specific correlation (due to the requirement that every row contains the same number of ones).
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {Im}z >0$$\end{document}$ in the canonical basis are not negligible (unlike in the independent case) and in fact they inherit their decay from the correlation of the matrix elements. As a simple consequence of the local law we get bulk universality. Furthermore, we provide sufficient conditions for the asymptotic eigenvalue density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proofs rely on the key observation that the (discrete) Fourier transform $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Gaussian random matrices with translation invariant covariance structure have been analyzed earlier and it has also been realized that the Eq. ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) via Fourier transform plays a key role in identifying the limiting density of eigenvalues, see Khorunzhy and Pastur \[[@CR19], [@CR21]\], Girko \[[@CR17]\], as well as Anderson and Zeitouni in \[[@CR5]\]. These works, however, were concerned only with the density on macroscopic scales. The off-diagonal decay of the resolvent and the bulk universality require much more detailed information. The current paper in combination with \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] presents such a precise analysis.

Set-Up and Main Results {#Sec2}
=======================
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The restrictions on the correlation structure are quantified by the *N*-independent *model parameters*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For compact statements of our results we define the notion of stochastic domination, introduced in \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. This notion is designed to compare sequences of random variables in the large *N* limit up to small powers of *N* on high probability sets.

**Definition 2.1** {#FPar1}
------------------
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Generally the off-diagonal resolvent entries are not negligible even though ([2.13](#Equ17){ref-type=""}) states only an upper bound. In many cases matching lower bounds can be obtained. For example, for the special model with correlation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Proposition 2.3** {#FPar3}
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We remark that there are no explicit conditions on the correlation matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, as in the case of Wigner type matrices the local law implies the bulk universality for Gaussian matrices with correlated entries. However, the *q* -fullness condition (\[[@CR2], Definition 1.14\]) is replaced by a different non-generacy condition.

**Corollary 2.4** {#FPar4}
-----------------
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**Corollary 2.5** {#FPar5}
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The following result shows a practical way to construct real symmetric random matrices with translation invariant correlation structure. A similar, but slightly more complicated convolution representation exists for complex hermitian random matrices.

**Lemma 2.6** {#FPar6}
-------------
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This lemma is proven at the end of Sect. [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}. We introduce the following conventions and notations used throughout this paper.

**Convention 2.7** {#FPar7}
------------------
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Structure of the Proof {#Sec3}
----------------------

The proof of Theorem [2.2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} splits into three separate parts. In the first part we show how to make $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The (discrete) Fourier transforms of a matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Definition 3.1** {#FPar8}
------------------

(*fourfold correlated ensemble*) A random matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next result shows that the discrete Fourier transform maps Gaussian translation invariant random matrices into Wigner type random matrices with an extra dependence. This connection was first realized by Girko \[[@CR17]\] and Khorunzhy and Pastur \[[@CR19]\]. It has been later used in \[[@CR5], [@CR6], [@CR12]\].

**Lemma 3.2** {#FPar9}
-------------
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*Proof* {#FPar10}
-------

The proof of (3.4) is a straightforward computation. We omit further details. From ([3.4b](#Equ28){ref-type=""}) we see that covariances between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Local Law for Fourfold Correlation {#Sec5}
----------------------------------
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### **Theorem 3.3** {#FPar11}
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The fluctuation averaging (\[[@CR2], Theorem 3.5\]) is extended to fourfold correlated matrices also by slightly modifying the original proof of Theorem 4.7 in \[[@CR14]\]. In particular, the arguments do not rely on the stochasticity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Anisotropic Local Law for Fourfold Correlation {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------

In order to translate the statements of the local law in Fourier coordinates back to the original coordinates we need an *anisotropic local law*. Here we consider $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### **Theorem 3.4** {#FPar13}
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### *Proof* {#FPar14}

The proof is a straightforward generalization of the method applied in \[[@CR9]\] to prove anisotropic local law for random covariance matrices and general Wigner matrices. The proof boils down to showing that for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The key idea of the proof is to apply recursively the general resolvent identities (cf. \[[@CR2], (2.9)\]) to express the product of resolvent entries in ([3.13](#Equ37){ref-type=""}) as a sum over so-called *trivial leaves* (cf. \[[@CR9], Sect. 5.10\]) and the sum over *C*(*p*) terms (corresponding to the *non-trivial leaves* in \[[@CR9]\]) of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From now on we concentrate on the non-trivial leaves of the type ([3.14](#Equ38){ref-type=""}). The key property of these terms is that their expectation factorizes into an expectation over all the entries of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The key insight about the combinatorics of the pairing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us illustrate the modifications by considering the simplest leading order terms of the type ([3.14](#Equ38){ref-type=""}) when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 4.1** {#FPar15}
-------------
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*Proof* {#FPar16}
-------
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The part of the proof considering the exponentially decaying correlation matrices relies on the following technical result that is proven in the appendix.

**Lemma 4.3** {#FPar18}
-------------
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*Proof of Lemma 4.2* {#FPar19}
--------------------
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-------------
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-------
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*Proof of Proposition 2.3* {#FPar22}
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Proofs for Local Law and Bulk Universality {#Sec8}
==========================================

The following is the strongest version of the local law we prove here.

**Proposition 5.1** {#FPar23}
-------------------
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*Proof of Theorem 2.2* {#FPar24}
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*Proof of Proposition 5.1* {#FPar25}
--------------------------
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Next we show that the eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof of Corollary 2.4* {#FPar26}
------------------------
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From the proof of Corollary [2.4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} we read off the convolution representation for symmetric translation invariant random matrices.

*Proof of Lemma 2.6* {#FPar27}
--------------------
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*Proof of Corollary 2.5* {#FPar28}
------------------------
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Appendix {#Sec9}
========

*Proof of Lemma 4.3* {#FPar29}
--------------------
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